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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following report represents the culmination of a pilot conservation project focused on the
ground floor brick masonry at Madame John’s Legacy. The intention of the project was to
develop a means to reduce the high concentration of salts from a section of wall while also
removing the source of salts and moisture—the rising damp. The pilot project consisted of
three elements: installing a physical damp proof course in the wall, wetting one side of the test
wall with an irrigation system, and poulticing the opposite side. A full description of the
materials and methods used can be found within the following report. Results of the pilot
project revea’ed that the tested method is successful at removing a significant amount of salts,
but the treatment protocol should be modified in a number of ways to improve results. The
suggested modifications are discussed in the Conclusions section of this report.

Several valuable lessons were learned from the pilot project and important information was
gleaned from the project that can be potentially be applied at other sites. For instance, the pilot
project found that wetting the wall on one side with continuous irrigation appeared to be
successful in driving the salts from the wetting side through the wall to the poultice side. This
method can be an effective way to remove salts from the core of a wall. However, it also found
that environmental conditions within the space significantly Impacted the drying rate of the
poultice, which reduced the salt diffusion into the poultice. The high relative humidity (RH)
during most of the project duration resulted in limited salt diffusion to the poultice. The
favorable environmental conditions at the end of the project increased the effectiveness of the
poultice, resulting in a nearly 20% (by weight) of salt in the poultice material at the end of the
treatment. Results would likely be improved if the treatment was performed during periods of
RH below 65%. The project also provided evidence that the impermeable repair mortars are
significantly contributing to the deterioration of the historic materials by forcing salts into the
more permeable brick. The full report includes a summary of recommended modifications to
the treatment protocol, as well as general considerations about the pilot treatment and
recommendations for Madame John’s Legacy in particular.

The results and conclusions are based on limited analysis of samples during the project
implementation. The full effectiveness of the damp proof course cannot be determined until the
irrigation system moisture has evaporated, a condition that will continue to be monitored after
the close of this project. In addition, the final testing found that salts do, in fact, remain in the
wall. The effect of the treatment and the potential redistribution of salts as a result of the
treatment will not be fully understood until the wall has dried.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of Loulslanats most distinguished historic sncthres and a Nadonal Historic bndmarlç
Madame John’s Legacy Is currently exhibiting seven brick masonry deterioration at in ground
floor due to salt damage assocbted with rising damp (Appendix A, Image 1). The current project
was undertaken to better understand the detedondon mechanisms at work and to develop a
practical flatweM by the deterbndoct Severe deterioration of historic masonry due to
absorption of zak-laden groundwater Is penasNe throughout the United States. but few
effecdve treatment opdons address both the reduction of rising damp and the comprehensive
removal of soluble saks This project developed such a twepronged scntegj and Implemented
it in a pilot project at MadameJohn’s Legacy.

Ths current project &dids upon research performed by The Geuy Conservation Insdtute in
2008 and the Tulane UnNerafty Master of Preservedon Studies Program in 2013. The goal of the
project is to address the fundamental problems Wended in both swdies rising damp and the
gradual concenndon of soluble salts within the wail core over dine. The novel twopan
process proposed for the pflot project rates available abe molsare for rising damp with a
damp-proof course and dilutes residual salt concenndon by simultaneous nwndon and
pouidclng of the wall from opposite facet This coordinated naoirnnt could resolve the issue of
isobdng riskig damp hi historic walls without incurring nit damage.

Following a summary of the building’s history and the project goals, this report describes the
knpiementadon and results of the pibt naunent. At the end of the report is a summary of
“lessons learned” regarding the pilot nannt and in potential for use elsewhere a well as
some recommendations specific to Madamejohn’s Legacy. Information In this report will also be
available on the project website which wiN be maintained following the completion of the

The project was sponsored by the Louisiana Museum Foundadon on behalf of the Louisiana
Sam Museum and funded through a TMPreservadon Technology and Training Grant” from the
National Canter for Pnseswadon Tethnobgy and Training. The project team included: Greg
bmbousy Director of ExNbks hr the Louisiana Sate Museum; Michael C Henry of Watson &
Henry Aasaa; Dorothy S. Kroner and Marlene Goeke of Building Conservation Associates.
lnc4 and Michael Shoriak and Courtney Wifliams of Cypress Building Conservation.

I • I Brid Hiatory Of Nadam John’s Legacy

MathmeJohWs Legacy is bated at 632 Dumabe Street in the Vieux Carra Dating from 1788,
Madamejohn’s Legacy is the oldest residential sncwre In the French Quarter. When kwu
built it replaced and essentially replicated a previous building that was ion in the great New
Orleans fire of 1788. Recentarchaeoi*al excavations performed by D. Ryan Gray of the
University of New Orleans have documented that portions of the brick foundation were re
used as pan of the reconstruction. making portions of the ground floor even earlier)

Because was built in imitation of a much earlier building It bob slightly out of place with its
nton, which are typlcaifr two or three-story brick townhouses and onestory shotgun

I Gray. 0. Ryan, tsL A,thanbgtd Ten &covaSns ii the baseSt flodnjohñ Legacy (IWASI). Orleans Ibbk
La*fon Unk.rd of New Orleans Dqarun.ngotAnthrcpolog Decenbe 2014.
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houses dating to the early- and mid- I 9th century. Madame John’s Legacy features a raised brick
basement flush with the sidewalk and a deep front porch running lengthwise with the street

(Appendix A, Image 2). Its second floor is composed ofwood framing and “brick between post”
construction. It also has a large, hipped roof with two small dormers. It is more reminiscent of
the I 8th century French-Creole plantations that dot the rural levees of the Mississippi River
outside of town, than of the typical urban dwellings in the French Quarter.

The building was used as a house with a series of owners throughout the I 9t century, and was
divided into apartments in the mid- I 9 century. In I 947, the building was donated to the
Louisiana State Museum (LSM). The building is currently open and free to the public, and is used
by the LSM for exhibitions and modestly-sized special events.

Madame John’s Legacy has undergone multiple restoration and repair campaigns in the 20th and
21st centuries. The most notable include restorations by Richard Koch in 1948, Monroe
Labouisse in I 97 I -72 and NY Associates in I 997-98. Comprehensive documentation of the
building’s history, including all previous restorations, was included in the 2013 Madame John’s
Legacy Technical Conservation Study prepared by the Tulane University Master of Preservation
Studies Program.

The 20 I 3 Technical Conservation Study also documented the construction of the ground floor
masonry. By performing a series of through-wall cores, it was documented that the interior
walls are three bricks (wythes) thick and the front wall is four wythes thick. The centers of the
cored walls are typically composed of the original earthen mortars which are intact (i.e., the
brick and mortar are fairly well-bonded to each other).

Both the brick and original mortar materials were documented through petrographic analysis.
The brick analyzed (believed to date to I 788 or earlier) was identified as being low-fired and
excessively permeable, making it highly susceptible to water infiltration through capillary action.
Its primary ingredients (silt particles and clay) are only loosely bound together, and therefore
have poor tensile strength.

The original mortar was also analyzed. It was identified it as a “lime-stabilized” earthen mortar,
which is simply a mortar composed of soil with lime added to it to strengthen the mortar. The
silt in the soil provides the aggregate and the clay provides an additional binder. It is a soft,
permeable mortar that is highly porous.

Both the brick and mortar have characteristics that help to explain the deterioration processes
visible on the building. The high permeability of the brick promotes the absorption and wide
distribution of salt-laden moisture from the ground. In addition, the tack of adequate cohesion
within the bricks themselves, due to the sparse amount of clay coating the silt particles, results
in a brick with poor tensile strength. The lack of cohesion and tensile strength makes the brick
at Madame John’s Legacy susceptible to the pressures created through the hydration and
crystallization of salts, which results in the extensive loss of material visible throughout the
ground floor. Like the brick, the original earthen mortar is highly permeable and readily absorbs
moisture. The combination of a permeable mortar and a highly permeable brick results in a
particularly absorptive masonry assembly.
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1.2 ProJect Description

121 DefinkionoftheProWem

Recent research on the severely deteriorated brick masonry ground floor walls at Madame
John’s Legacy Indicates the damage is due to saft4aden molswre being absorbed by the walls
from the round. The brick walls are in direct contact with sod, which contains both nitrate and
chloride salts. The uninterrupted absorption of moisture from the soil over many decades has
resulted In the accumubdon of exwemefr high concenntlons of ask In the brick throughout the
depth of in walk. The high permubility of the historic brick and the orlzjnl Iime-nbihzed,
earthen moran ñcilitnes the rising damp. Subsequent Incompatible repair materlals-4nduding
high-fired brick and impermeable Portland cement-based mornrs, as well as the installation of a
concrete sub.pavement with moisture barrier--have encerbawd the problem. in addition, the
environmental conditions within the building an condudve to deteriondon as the salts move In
and out of solution due to the fiucmadng relatIve humidity.

Deterioration of the masonry Is ongoing and very visible to anyone entering the ground floor of
Madame John’s Legacy. Sab and moisture continue to wick up Into the walls and the
hygroscoplc salts hi the wall hold and absorb mdsture from the air. Therefore, the problem Is
both saks and moisture and both work together durIng the hydndo&drylng processes to cause
deterlondon. It Is Important that any future treaunent addresses the sources ofboth problems.
An ideal remedy to prevent future dearloradon would Involve the elimination of both factors
sImultaneously.

122 Concept and Goals ofthe Project

INs project aimed to reduce H*ig damp while, at the same dm% diluting and removing the high
concentrations of nIt from the depth ofa ten wall at MadameJohns Lepq. Simultaneous
w_g and poulddng were expected to eliminate the cause of the nit deadondon (asks and
dslng damp) while avoidIng the flak of ask crysmilindon wIthIn the wall a It dries out,
preserving as mudi of the historic brick a possible.

There were three key elements ofthe plbttreawient
. Damp proofing: Damp proofing was Implemented to cut off the source of moisture and

asia from the bottom, to prevent fuwre contamination of the wall from sib In the soil,
and to limit the sources of mdswre.

. Wetting: Wetting with non..salbe water presented two potential benefits - the first is
disc following Installation of the damp proof course, the wall would remain wet and the
salts would say In wludon, reducing the potendal for any damage caused by drying the
nlt-leden bdck. The second potential benefit Is that the waWng water would move
through the wall, dr>lrig out the other sl& theoredcally pulling salts with It WanIng, It
was assumed, should help speed up the ask atncdon by encouraging moisture and nIt
diffusion through the depth of the wall and out to the pouldce materiaL

. Pouldclng Applying a poultice to the opposite side of the wall was expected to draw
moisture and asIa out of the walL The application of water and poultice to the wall’s
opposite sides should enhance the removal of salts within the core of the wall by
encouraging moisture diffusion through the entire width of the wall

Hare 1016
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While not a part of the pilot treatment per se, removal of inappropriate repair materials is a vital
step for the preservation of historic materials and particularly for the materials in the walls at
Madame John’s Legacy. Moreover, it is important to have a permeable mortar if there are any
salts left in the wall after the pilot treatment to encourage continued moisture movement and
saTt diffusion. Therefore, as part of this project, the wall was repointed with a compatible,
permeable mortar at the end of the treatment.
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to METHODS AND MATERIALS

Ii Projct Deign

LI. I Sekaon ofMatelak

Piawftnun.

Damp-proof courses create an impermeable barrier between the walls of a building and the
ground to prevent the uptake of water from the soil in rising damp. They ye located near or at
grade, below the Interior floor, and an typically Installed during the construcdon of the walL A
damp proof course can be retrofitted w an existing wall.

A wide variety of physical barriers an be used as damp proofing These Include both flexIble and
rigId materIals, auth as: meals like had and coppen bitumInous fdts heavy pbsdcs: stone
materIals. likesl and Impervious bdcb. To retrofIt a wall, a physIcal damp proof course can
belnsenedintoasbtcutlntothenltor.ifftlsnotposslbletocutintothewaltitanbe
partially dismanded in seedons and rebuilt on top of the new damp proof course.

In addItion to physkal barriers, chemical barriers can be used as damp proofing. Typically made
from alliconates, silicone or steantes, these chemicals act as water repdents in the masonry.
They are injected into a serIes ofhoies drilled into the base ofthe waft and cure to create a
water-repellent layer within the eidsdng masonry Chemical damp roofcourses are more
typkaifr used to retroift an edsdrig wait

Then are advantages and disadnnnges to both types of barriers. The advantage of a chemical
damp proof course Is that It is usually easier to knoll, so it Is often more efficient and
inecpwsfre than a physical damp proof course. However, because the chemical Is being Injected
into holes In the wall, there is a risk that a condnuous barrier has not brined. If there are large
voids or discontinuous spaces within the wall, the chemical won’t adequately migrate through to
create the barrier layer. In addition, chemical damp.prooftng Is not reversible, and a wail
saturated with a themkal Is unlikely to be retreamNe.

While phpkai damp proof courses are more difficult to install In an exIsting wail, the continuity
of the moiswre barrier created usually can be visually confirmed. in addidon it Is possible to
remove them later, or replace them with a new material if required. For these reasons, a
physical damp proof course of slate, a tredidonal damp proofing material for the region, was
selected for the pilot treatment at MadameJohn’s Legacy.

Yeng Method

The best way to keep the wail wet throughout the pilot treaunent was also considered. it was
essential to have a continuous supply ofwater to ensure that the entire wail remained wet.
MonItoring the water consumption of the wan could provide evIdence that the moiswre was
drying out the poultice aWe, even If the poultice appeared sawnad. For pncdc& reasons it
was desirable that the system was relatively hands-off so It could be It for several days or a
week at a time. The ability to use distilled water rather than tap water was Important to ensure
that additional Impurities were not being added to the walL
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Several wetting methods were considered. One option was to mist the wall periodicatty with a
system of pipes and nozzles, but there was concern about containing the spray and containment
of the run off. Tubing, such as that used for drip irrigation systems, was another option. The
benefits of tubing are that it is flexible and can be easily customized. It comes in a variety of sizes
and there are a number of accessories available to create a custom system. In addition, it was
available at a local hardware store. The tubing could then be gravity-fed from water tanks
holding distilled water placed above the height of the wall. In this study, polyethylene drip tubing

t 1/4”) was used to create the continuous wetting system.

Use of a membrane was also explored to hold the moisture on the wall and contain any bulk
water. The membrane needed to be flexible so it could be pressed up against the wall to ensure
contact. Ideally, the membrane would be absorptive and stay evenly moist but wouldn’t dry out
the back. It also needed to be durable so that it would stay in place for the project duration.

A wet-curing blanket, Ultra Cure NCF, was selected for the pilot treatment. These blankets are
used to wet-cure concrete. Ultra Cure NCF is made from a highly absorptive, natural cellulose
fabric and an impermeable polyethylene backing and is intended to keep concrete moist for up
to seven days after installation without additional water. Each square foot of the fabric side is
able to hold a half a cup of water against the surface of the wall. An added benefit was that the
polyethylene backing and fabric were not fully fused together1 so that there were pockets
between the two, through which the irrigation tubing could be run.

Poultice

The application of poultices is a commonly used method for desalination. Poultices are made
from hydrophilic materials and are applied wet to dissolve salts at the wall/poultice interface and
pull them into the poultice material.

Poultices function through two physical processes diffusion and advection. In diffusion, the
poultice is kept wet and salts are drawn into the poultice material because of the differences in
ion concentration between the material and the poultice. This slow process can take months. In
advection, the poultice is allowed to dry, which draws the salts into the poultice. Depending on
the drying conditions, this process can take a few days to a few weeks. Poultices are usually
applied multiple times to fully extract the salts. Since poultices work at the surface of materials,
it would take many applications over a long period of time to remove salts from the interior
core of a wall, particularly at the levels previously found at Madame John’s Legacy.

There are many factors to consider when choosing a poultice, including: pore size and
distribution; porosity of both the substrate and the poultice material; the adhesion of the
poultice to the substrate; and the amount of water introduced by the poultice. Selection of a
material to use as a poultice will vary based on the substrate, environmental conditions, and
amount of salt in the wall.

The previous study by the Getty evaluated the efficacy of several different types of poultices.
Because the focus of this treatment was to evaluate the use of a poultice in combination with
the wetting and damp proof course installation, it was important to select a poultice that was
known to be effective. Westox’s Cocoon, a commercial poultice made from pharmaceutical
grade filter paper, was one of the more effective poultices during the Getty treatment and was
selected for the pilot treatment.

Match 2016
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The Getty researchers had also found that leaving the poubce on for an extended period of
dme (six months) resulted In the exncdon of a significant amount of salts as the poultice slowly
dried In the high humidity. However, ft was unclear how the saturadon (wetting) of the wall that
was part of the current pro)ect would affect the ability of the poultice to draw saks during the
pilot tnaunent There was also some concern about the potendal for reverse migradon of the
salts back Into the nIl from a sawrated poultice If the poultice remained on the surface for an
extended perIod of tIme. Therefore two methods were tested: periodically removing the
pouldce throughout the project (discussed below as “Secdon A” of the wall) and having the
poultice on for the entire project duration rSecdon B”).

12.1 MoniwrMg the Process aid the Resuks

flRemonre#tthgfrp

The project am developed a salt testing protocol to monitor the efficacy of the poultice
throughout the duration of the pIlot project and to help determine when the poultices should
be removed. The ating protocol varied between Section A (pedodicalfr-removed poultice) and
Section B (long duration poultice).

Poultice samples (2° by 2” squares) were removed from the wall at three different heights for
both Section A and Secdon B. These heights— It 6”, 3’ 2”, and 5’ 3”—correlated wIth lnltial
sample locations and the core locations of the prevIous study. Samples were removed from the
Section A poultice each time ft was removed and replaced with new poultice material Samples
of poultice were removed monthly from Section B.

For Section B, the long duration poubce two samples were removed from each heitt each
month. Both sample londons were replenished wIth new poultice materiaL The “a” series of
samples was taken In the same bation for the project The “6” serIes of samples was taken
from a new location along the same heIght It was known that the materials In the nil wiled,
and that that varIation affected permeability of materlais and consequentfr, the nit
concentration. Since the “a” series samples were taken from the same location, that variability
would be reduced a the samples were being removed from the same bricWmonar ach month.
For the “a” series, ft Wa expected that the nit quantity in the sample would decrease over time
as nwø, dean poultice was being applied each month. Since there was risk of bard mlgndon of
ub through the poultice, the ‘V series was also taken at the same dma For the ‘V series, ft
was expected hr the ala In the sample to Increase. The “b” aerles ran the risk of the samples
occurring over dispense materlab that would affect the underlying ask content

The poultice samples were analyzed using Quantofix nips, which are semiquantintive test
strips used to analyze for pardcubr Ions. Since previous research had shown the presence of
chlorides, nitrates and sulfates, the analysis focused on these three Ions. The analysis of the
poultice samples was performed as follows:

I. Samples were dried to a constant weight
2. Samples were placed in distilled water to dissolve the salts and create a solution.

Weights and volumes were kept constant so results could be compared from month to
month.

3. An allqua of the solution was taken to perform the tea The amount removed was
constant throughout the testing so results could be compared.

4. Test strips were clipped Into the solution and quantity of Ions in mgtL was recorded.

I’hrthlOI6
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5. Results were graphed from each testing method each month to determine the rate of
salt extraction.

Environ mental

Exterior Climate

The exterior climate at Madame John’s Legacy may be characterized by published data from the
National Climate Data Center for the New Orleans Naval Air Station (29.83N, 90.03W),
located approximately five miles south. The NCDC statistics are based on data collected
between I 973 and I 996 and reflect the latest available version of the Engineering Weather data:
. Summer median extreme high temperature: 96GF, 128 grains moisture/pound dry air;
. Summer 1.0% occurrence, high temperature: 92°F, 125 grains moisture/pound dry air;
I Summer median extreme high humidity ratio: 90°F, 183 grains moisture/pound dry air;
. Summer I .0% occurrence, high humidity ratio: 84°F, 1 5 t grains moisture/pound dry air;
. Winter median extreme low temperature: 24°F, 22 grains moisture/pound dry air;
. Winter 99.0% occurrence, low temperature: 33°F, 30 grains moisture/pound dry air;
. Median daily dry bulb temperature range: 18°F;
. Freeze-thaw cycles: tO per year;

The average monthly dry bulb temperature, dew point temperature, and precipitation are
shown in Figure I, below.

Figure I: Average Annual Climate, New Orleans, Louisiana

The exterior climate is classified as International Climate Zone 2A, Hot-Humid. Seasonally, the
climate may be characterized as having six months of cooling and dehumidification (May through
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October), four months of heating and occasional dehumidification (December through March)
and two transition months domcnated by dehumidilcation with occasionai heating (May and
November).

On a degree-day basis, sensible cooling loads dominate from May through October, and are I .7
times annual sensible heating loads. With respect to infiltration air, cooling loads dominate May
through October, with about 84% of the total cooling load from infiltration being attributable to
dehumidification (to 60% RH). About 6% of the total annual heating load from infiltration is
attributable to latent heating (humidifying to 30% RH).

interior Glimate

The first floor of Madame. John’s Legacy is conditioned with a heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system. On the ground floor, a thermostat and grilles for air supplies and
returns indicate that the ground floor spaces were once conditioned by the HVAC system.
However, museum staff reported that the ground floor system was not operated during the
pilot project period.

Comparison of interior and exterior dew point temperatures for the pilot project duration
strongly suggests that the interior temperature and dew point conditions at the ground were
influenced by HVAC systems elsewhere in the building, particularly during summer, when
dehumidification is an incidental consequence of cooling. The trend plot in Figure 2, below,
indicates exterior dew point temperature? For comparison, the trend plot in Figure 3 indicates
interior dry bulb and dew point temperature in the ground floor during the same period.

Figure 2: Dew point temperature (exterior), New Orleans, Louisiana
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;::;:;;;;; bulb temperature and dew pointtemperature, interior of Madame John’s Legacy.

Comparison of the two plots in Figure 2 and 3 suggests that the ground floor is more strongly
influenced by leaking conditioned air from HVAC ducts and the story above rather than by
infiltration of exterior air.

These considerations are important because the rate of desalination of the wall is dependent in
part on the rate of evaporation of water from the salt solution drawn from the wall by the
poultice. The rate of evaporation is influenced by air speed and relative humidity and relative
humidity is dependent on dry bulb temperature and the absolute moisture content of the air,
the latter being indicated by dew point temperature.

Based on the trend graph of interior conditions, episodes of low interior moisture in late May,
November and December would have been favorable for evaporation.

1.2 Pilot Project Execution

2.2. 1 Documentation and Stabilizotion

The wall chosen for the pilot project is a short, interior wall in the center of the ground floor.
The wall is 4’ wide, 7’ tall and I 2” deep, and is connected to another interior partition wall at
one end. The watt is accessible from both sides, which is key for this treatment, allowing for easy
installation and monitoring. Monitoring equipment had been installed in the wall during the 20 I 3
study, so there was information available about the moisture content of the wall at the start of
the project.

There is a variety of brick and mortar types in the selected wall. The two sides of the wall
contained different types of repointing mortar. The “poultice” side of the wall, in room 28 I , had
been almost entirely repointed in a hard white mortar that most likely dates to the 1990s
(Appendix A, Image 3). The “wetting side” of the wall, facing room 280, contained a significant
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amount ot brown mortar, which was rdadvely soft and similar In appearance to the original
mortar (Appendix A, Image 4). There were also areas of spot repolndng with a very hard. dark
ray Pordand cement.based mortar and several modem replacement bricks, The upper part of
the wall end had been previously replaced with modem bricks set In the hard white mornr and
the lower pan of the waft end had been repointed with the dark gray mornr (Append& A,
Image 5). There was visible effiorescence at the bottom and middle of both sides of the waN and
thick salt crusts on the bricks on the pouldce sl& Then were some ames of actively
powdering bricks. particularly on the end walL

Before any work began photographs were taken, including infrared (IR) imgea, to document
the conditions at the san of the project. The 1R Images wan similar to those taken for the
2013 Tedinkd Conservation Stud From these Images, the bottom of the wall appeared cooler
and was Interpreted to be mon moist than the top. with the coolest area concentrated at the
masonry closest to the Interior partition wall. which pnsumaNy Is also moist. These lnwges.
combined with the environmental monitoring darn from within the walls, suggest that the source
of the moisture is from below. The 1K images also suggest that there could be lateral moisture
and salt movement between the test wall and the adjacent parddon walL

A wood framing member for the floor above is located over the walL To ensure the smWky of
this framing member during the pilot project. the team Installed a steel support column adjacent
0 the wall before weaanent began (Appendix A Image 6). The support column has a wght
capacity range of 20,000 to 38,000 lbs and was left in place at the conclusion of the project as
the test wall Is allowed to slowly dry.

In Preeeotment Swng and Results

Prv.Ious testing showed hiji levels of nRa In an adjacent wall, particubdy sodium nitrate,
potassium nitrate, and sodium chloride. Since the of the project was to remove as much
salt as possible, It was Important to understand the concentration of salts in the pilot project
wall. Samples were removed from eght locations on both sides of the wall to quantify the salt
concentredon at the san of the treatment After the treatment, the wall was sampled again and
results compared.

Bnun ala tend to accumulate at different heights based on their solubilky, samples were
removed from multiple heights along the wall (Appendix A, Images 7 and 8). Three of the
heights corresponded to the heights of previous cores on different walls so that we would have
some comparative data. One additional area had visible, active asia on the surhca MI Initial
samples were removed from the outer surface of the wall and were either pointing mortar or
mortar that had been exposed because of a previous loss of pointing mornr.

The eight initial samples were analyzed by Dr. George Wheeler, Research Sdendst with the
Department of Scientific Research of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. using conductivity tests,
which allows for the calculation of the percent weight of salt In a ample. To perform the test,
the samples are soaked in distilled water to dissolve the salts. A conductivity reading of the
solution is taken. The conductivity reading is calibrated according to the nit types found In the
sample (in thIs case, a combination of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate) to determine weight
percent Anything above 0.1% by weight is often considered potentially damaging.

Results hr the Initial samples ranged from lS6welght% ofnltto IlJ6wdght% of ask (see
Table I). All samples revealed significant ask contamination and the results were even higher
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than those found in the previous study. The results were interesting because they differed on
either side of the wall—the poultice side had lower concentrations overall. It was a clear lesson
in how the mortars in this wall are affecting the salt distribution, and ultimately, damaging the
brick.

Table I: Initial Salt Quantification Results

Initial Sample of
Pointing Mortar

Sample Poultice Side! Inches from Removed 3/5/IS
# Room Wall ide Floor w/w%

I 281 28 I -NE4 Poultice 77-78 1.86

2 281 28t-NE4 Poultice 65.5 2.83

3 281 28t-NE4 Poultice 42 3.49

4 281 281-NE4 Poultice 22-23 2.58

5 280 280-SW I Wetdnt Q 4.63

6 280 280-SWI 64,5 11.36

7 280 280-SW1 Wetting 4 I 8.25

8 280 280-SW I Wetting 22-23 2.72

The highest weight percent was found in sample 6, which was removed approximately 5 feet
above the floor. This location showed some visible salt, but not as much as other locations.
However, the mortar surrounding sample 6 was dark gray and very hard, and was believed to be
a Portland cement-based repointing mortar. The existence ofthis impermeable cement mortar
likely raised the local concentration of salt in sample 6, which was a more permeable mortar.

A lower salt concentration range was measured in samples removed from the opposite side of
the wall, which may be due to the uniform repointing previously done on this side. However,
the lower concentrations in these initial samples suggests that this mortar is less permeable than
the brick. Rather than migrating into the sacrificial mortar, salts on this side are being directed
into the brick. This was evidenced by the thick salt crusts on some of the bricks on this side, as
well as the more extensive damage to the brick overall.

The tests on these samples provided baseline data that were used to compare with data from
samples taken at the end of the project.

2.2.3 Installation of System

A physical barrier, slate, had been selected for the damp proof course. The slate tiles were 8.5”
wide by I’ 2” long and /4” thick and were initially intended to be installed in a slot cut in the
wall. A Husqvarna Cut-and-Break saw, capable of cutting a slot as deep as I 6 inches, was chosen
to cut the slot. However, this saw is gas-powered and there was concern about using it indoors.
In addition, it was noted that the mortar at the ground was saturated, and it appeared likely that
it would not be possible to cut a clean slot in the wall.

To avoid the risks of cutting a slot Into the wall, the slate damp proof course was inserted
manually. In order to insert the slate, the mortar was scored and then chipped away using a
small masonry cold chisel. Because the mortar was so much harder than the surrounding brick,
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It was difficult to chip off the surface without damaging the brick This process continued until
reaching the softer lime-stabilized, clay bedding mortar.

Steel ban (approximately 6 inches wide) were shaped with an angle grinder in order to create a
wedge at one end. These bars were then driven through the wall using an engineer’s hammer.
Once the bar passed through the entire wait It was removed and macned again to open the
mortar joint to one full width of abc. (Appendix A, Image 9). Mortar and debris ma cleared out
as much as possible at this point The slate was then driven through the wail using a rubber
mallet (Appendix A. image 10). ThIs process was continued untO slate dies were inserted across
the endre length of the wait The dies were overlapped to prevent gaps between Individual
iIetes. Six pieces were Installed in all. Many of the pieces cracked in half during inaniladon; at
Inst one broke into multiple pieces. Where the cracked pieces were visible. voids were filled In
wIth small pieces of slate. The fact that the slate cracked may have compromised the
effectiveness of the damp proof course. Because this process was performed blindly. ft was not
possible w enluate the continuity of the slate damp proof course Installation.

The drip Irrigation system was put in p6cc after Installing the damp proof count The system
consisted of a series of four water dispensIng units (3 gallon capacity) connected to the wet.cure
blanket with the custom drip irrigation tubing (Appendix A. image 1 I). The four dispensing unIts
warn at on top of a metal shelving unit a4acent to the wall, positionIng the spigots above the
top of the waiL Valves were Insafled at the spigots so that the water flow could be adjusted,
and the four units were connected with solId wNng. The tubing Installed in the blanket was
punctured wIth small pinholes every few Inches to allow for a drip ofwater. The ends of the
tubing were capped. The tubing snaked through the blanket along its height so that the entire
wall would be exposed to the moiswra The wet-cure blanket was stapled to a wooden frame
constructed to fit the dimensions of the walL The frame was clamped at the top of the wall using
custom wooden blocks In order to avoid screwing into the wall (Appendix A. image 12). Rigid
insulation, hiMng strips and shims were used to push the blanket onto the surface of the wail.
especially In areas of voids or IrregularIties, in order to provide unWorn contact

Before applying the poultice to the opposIte side of the nit the surface of the nil was
vacuumed to remove cystallized salts and bose materiaL The poultice was then applied In two
sections: Section A was 24 V” wide, and Section B was 25 Vt wide. The two sections were
separated by a i’ strip where no poultice material was applied and where the moisture
monftodng meters were Installed (Appendix A imqe 13).

22.4 PrWea MonitorIng and Treaanent MaIntenance

During the first two months of treatment. the site was visited every 2.5 days to observe the
entire system. The frdgadon system was checked each time to ensure operabillty No inking
was reported and water levels In the jugs were replenished as needed. As water Intake tapered
o1I the site was visited less frequendy (every 14 weeb). Poultice samples were removed
month and Section A was removed and reappiled 3 times throughout the pilot project
duration (Appendix A image 14). Resub of the poultice sampling an discussed In section 3.0.

The system took In approximately 10 gallons of water every 3.5 days for the first two months of
treatment (until May). After that poInt. water Intake gradually slowed. When the nil stopped
rapidly absorbing water approxImately two months after naanens began. little drying was
observed for several months. Most likely. the high moisture content of the wall and the high
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relative humidity in the space inhibited evaporation from the poultice, thereby preventing the
wall from absorbing more water.

At the beginning of September 20 1 5 (after seven months of poulticing), it was observed that the
water uptake had stopped. At this point, the water system was dismantled and cleaned to
ensure that there were no blockages, and then reinstalled. The water uptake did not change, so
an oscillating fan was placed in front of the poultice wall in order to encourage evaporation. This
failed to produce a marked difference in the drying. When the relative humidity in the space
dropped in October 20 I 5, water intake resumed again but still at a slower pace—approximately

0 gallons every I 5 days.

Six months after treatment began, salt crystals were observed on the surface of both poultice
sections, concentrated at the top of the wall. Mold growth was also observed at the very
bottom of the wall—directly above the slate damp proof course.

Poultice drying levels were also noted during site visits (Appendix A, Image I 5). The drying
patterns varied across the surface of the wall. Generally, the bottom and top of each section of
poultice eventually dried, while the middle portion stayed saturated throughout the entire
treatment. Seemingly random, indiscriminate dry patches were observed across the wall surface.
By the end of the treatment, the poultices of both sections were still largely saturated. Drying
patterns mirrored the substrate—the poultice dried over mortar joints, but stayed saturated
over bricks.

The poultices and the wetting system were removed in January 20 I 6, after I 0 months. The
poultice was manually removed using plastic spatulas. The wall was then dusted with a soft,
natural-bristled brush. Most of the poultice was still saturated, which made removal somewhat
difficult.

The poultice used on both sections was retained and samples of mortar were removed from
both sides of the wall for salt quantification. The results of the post-treatment monitoring are
discussed in Section 3.0.

The irrigation system was cut off and the blanket removed. The “wall-side” of the blanket
exhibited heavy mold growth. The wait behind the blanket was completely saturated. It was
scrubbed clean in order to remove any residual mold growth.

2.2.5 Mortor Removal and Repointing

Following poultice removal, the surface mortar was removed from both sides of the wall. The
mortar was scored and then chipped away using a small masonry cold chisel. Because the
mortar was so much harder than the surrounding brick, it was difficult to chip off the surface
without damaging the brick. This was especially true on the “poultice” side of the wall, which
held harder mortars than the “wetting” side of the wall. As a result, the poultice side of the wall
experienced more brick deterioration.

The mortar removal process continued until the softer lime-stabilized clay bedding mortar was
reached. One top section of the wall had previously been completely re-bricked. This section
was avoided during mortar removal for fear of compromising stability.
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Samples were taken of the original Iime.snbllized day mortar fri order to determthe a proper
color match for the repoindng mortar. The selected binder ma a feebly hydraulic Natural
Hydraulic Urn. (NHL 2). NHL 2 was chosen for In compadbilky with the soft bdcb and also its
abIlity to cure under the moist wall conditions. Sample moran were made in order to test
pigment variations using a combination of dark brown and buff pigments. The final mix design
(by volume) Is as follows:

I part St hider Natural Hydraulic Lime I (TnnsMlnerat USA)
3 pam masonry sand
distilled water to achieve desired workability
1132 pan dark brown pigment (Solomon Colon Monir Color)
2132 pan buff pigment (Solomon Colors Mortar Color)

The cusw.mrnbced mortar was installed using 518” pointIng tools and a mason’s hawk (Appendix
A,lrnages tôand 13
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Project Monitoring Results

3. I. I Poultice Salt Testing Resuits

Section A was removed and replaced three times (in May, August, December and January), for a
total of four applications. Section B remained on the wall for I 0 months, from March 20 I 5 to
early January 20 t 6.

Monthly salt analysis of the poultice was intended to provide information about how much salt
was being removed from the wait to help identify when the treatment was successful and could
be removed. However, analysis of the poultice failed to produce reliable results. Rather than
seeing trends in the quantity of salts in the samples, the analysis either showed inexplicable
movement in the salt quantity or no movement at ati. (See Appendix A for the poultice salt
quantification results throughout the project.) The unreliability of results made it difficult to
judge the ideal time to remove the poultice. As with the salt quantification of the mortar
samples, variability in the materials in the wall will have a direct effect on the poultice. It was
clear from this project that taking small samples of the poultice would not provide accurate
enough results to be able to determine the effectiveness of the poultice.

One problem with testing the poultice is that salt removat is not necessarily a linear process.
The ability of the salt to exit the wall changes throughout the treatment, particularly for
materials with a high salt content. Exterior pores can get clogged with salts, reducing the
diffusion of salts to the exterior of the material. The first application of a poultice can clear
those pores, thus enabling more salts to diffuse through during the second application. This
would result in the salt quantity of the second application being higher than the first. This back
and forth can be particularly difficult to interpret with small samples.

At the end of the project, salt quantification was performed on the entire pouttice removed
from each section. In doing this, the salt distribution is irrelevant, and the problem of sampling
over different substrates is avoided. This provided a more accurate understanding of the amount
of salt removed, and is more likely to show trends over time. This method is recommended for
any future poulticing at the site.

The poultice removed from Section A contained I 8.6 w/w % of salt. The poultice removed from
Section B contained I 5.9 w/w % of salt. This amount of salt was somewhat surprising, as Section
A had only been on for approximately one month, while Section B has been on for the duration
of the project. This, combined with the results of the mortar salt quantification, suggests that
the poultice in Section B and the wall had likely reached equilibrium in salt content and that
diffusion to the poultice was not occurring. Combined with the fact that there was little drying
over much of the time the poultice was on the wall, there was not as rapid extraction as there
was during the final application on Section A, which was put on during a period of low relative
humidity.

3. 1.2 Environmental Monitoring and Rote of Desalination

It became clear during the pilot project that the environmental conditions in the room had a
profound impact on the rate of desalination. The wall took in water rapidly for the first two
months. After that, the water consumption gradually declined. It was assumed that the wall was
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sawnted and that the water consumption would be lower for the rest of the weannent
duration. However. the wall stopped taking In water at the end of the summer, Indicating that
drying was not occurring on the pouNce side. The envlrtnmenal condItions In the room at the
tIme (durIng the summer) reflected a high moisture content in the air. Except for a small drop at
the beginning of the project the RH In the room remained above m’d40%, and sometimes
much higher.

Starting In early October2015, the RH started to drop below the mld-60% mart At this point,
the ftucwadons In the environmental conditions became more widespread, presumably since the
air conditioning ma turned off from the museum above which affected the ground floor
temperatures (discussed In Section 2.11). Also In October, salt crystals snned to appear on the
surface of the poultice, Indicating that some drying was occurring. Based on the results of the
full poultice testing performed at the conclusion of the project It appears that there was a
sgniflnnt amount ofdenllnation occurring during December andjanuasy (discussed In 3.1.1).
periods when the RH was dropping occaionØy below 65% RH.

3.2 flafrflfl)•flt Samples

Mar removal of the treatment, mortar samples were removed for salt quantification (Table 2).
On the wetting side of the waft. samples were removed from the same approximate badons as
the initial samples at four heights along the walL On the poultice side, samples were removed at
the same hejghts from both the Poultice Section A side and the Poultice Section B side to be
able to compare residual salts resulting from both methods. Samples of pointing morur and
subsurbce morflr were taken for Section A For Section B, only subsurface mortar was
sampled. As with the initial samples, there Is lIkely nrbbllity In the post-nactent pointing
samples as a result of the mortar type. However, the subsurface mornr samples were
enendaUy the same mortar sInce they were taken after the various repointing mormn were
removed.

On the wetting sIde of the wall. all of the samples, both pointing and subsurface mormr,
contained lower nit concenndons than was found during inidal nmpIing Most of die
concentration dropped dnmadaIiy includIng sample location 6, whIch Initially contained the
hlghestconcenndon ofsdtThlssample bcadonwentfrom Il.36w1w%ofnkta I.O3wlw%
of salt In both pointing and subsurface mortar. Since there was no poultice applied to this sIde of
the wall, the results suggest that the system of wetting was successful In encouragIng salt
movement through to the opposite sIde of the nIL

On the poultice side ofthe wd most of the sample locations showed an Increase In ask
concentration from the initial samples, nngbgfrom a Iowof 1.03 to a high of4.llwlw % of
salt For the Section A samples. salt concenndons in three out of four pointing mortar samples
increased modestly, and one reduced modern The subsurface samples were more varied. with
ask concentrations Increasing In two and decreasing in two. For the Section B samples. nit
concentrations In all of the samples were biter than both the Section A samples and the initial
nmpiet Sakconcenndons In the section B samples ranged from a low oftl8to Mgh of 7.73
wlw % of salt ft Is likely that there will be some vIsIble diorescence on the wall at a future time
as the waft dries. It Is hoped, however. that any crysnllintion will occur either In the newly
installed morar or on the surface of the brick sInce the treatment removed any salts dosjng
the pores of the brick
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Table 2: Post-Treatment Salt Quantification Results

The fact that the samples from Section B contained a higher concentration of salts overall than
Section A suggests that periodic removal of the poultice is an important aspect of the treatment,
even in the highly humid environment of New Orleans. This conclusion is reinforced by the final
poultice testing, which showed that Section A contained a higher percentage of salt overall than
Section B, even though Section B had been on the wall for 8 months. As discussed in Section
3. I .2, the conditions in the space during the last application of Section A were favorable for
evaporation. This appears to have significantly improved the salt extraction by the poultice.

There also could have been some lateral salt movement from the adjacent wall, which may have
affected the results in Section B. However, when looking at the results from the final poultice
testing, it is clear that the Section B poultice did not remove salts as effectively as the Section A
poultice. If a poultice is left on for an extended period of time, it is important to coordinate
treatm ent with favorable environmental conditions.

3.3 Effectiveness of Treatment

To determine if this treatment protocol is a feasible and practical methodology for desalinating
and drying masonry walls, the effectiveness of each aspect of the pilot project methodology was
assessed.

. Damp Proof Course: The effectiveness of the damp proof course cannot be fully
evaluated until the irrigation system moisture has evaporated from the test wall. While
it seems that the state has provided a physical barrier between the masonry under
ground and the wall above, it was still unclear at the end of the project whether the
barrier is fully continuous or if there is any capillary leakage around it.

Pointing Deep
Poultice Mortar Mortar Deep

Side! Inches (Section (Section Mortar
Sampl Roo Wetting from “A”) “A”) (Section
e# m Wall Side Floor w/w% w/w% “B”)w/w%

281-
I 281 NE4 Poultice 77-78 2.58 3.09 669

281-
2 NE4 Poultice 655 3.09 1.03 7.73

28 I -

3 281 NE4 Poultice 42 2.83 2.58 7.73
281-

4 28 I NE4 Poultice 2223 3. 1 4. 12 6.18
280-

5 - 280 SW I Wetting 80 I .03 4. I 3 n/a
280-

6 280 SW I Wetting 64.5 I .03 I .03 n/a
280-

7 280 YL___ Wetting 4 1 1 .29 0.52 n/a
280-

--—— — _p SW I WettinL 22-23 0.77 0.77 n/a
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, Irrigation System: The irrigation system proved to be effective throughout the duration
of the pilot project. The project team did not observe any leakage or blockages in the
tubing that prevented water flowfl The wall stayed wet for the duration of the project, as
evidenced by the saturation of the poultice.

, Salt Removal: The combination ofwetting and poulticing appears to have been at least
somewhat successful, as discussed in Section 3%. However, several modifications to the
methodology are recomrnended to improve the results—both to increase the amount
of salt removed as well as to shorten the overall duration of the treatment It is known
that salts remained in the wall at the termination of the pilot treatment project,
particularly on the poultice side. The effects of the treatment and the redistribution of
the salts will not be fully understood until the wall dries. Therefore, the wall will
continue to be visually monitored following the completion of this project.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

For the particular conditions found at Madame John’s Legacy, the pilot treatment protocol
works. However, each buildIng is different and its unique conditions must be carefully
considered before considering the application of this treatment to a different site. Below are
some practical considerations related to the feasibility of performing this treatment at Madame

] ohn’s Legacy and elsewhere, as well as recommendations on how to improve the protocol used
for this pilot project. Following these are some “big picture” reflections on what to consider
when faced with a deteriorated masonry wall affected by rising damp and salts.

4. I Lessons Learned

4. 1. I Recommended Modifications to the Pilot Project Treatment Protocol

. Documenting initial and final salt quantities: It is important to establish the quantity and
distribution of salt in the wall at the beginning of the project in order to determine if the
salt has been sufficiently removed. Samples should be removed from different depths of
the wall, including the wall core, and the salt concentration at different depths should be
established. There are a number ofways this could be achieved, including drilling holes
at different depths and collecting samples, removing small cores, or dismantling portions
of the wall. It is important to establish a reproducible sampling method prior to
beginning treatment.

. Removing surface salts before the start ofthe treatment: Consideration should be given to
the removal of surface salts from the wetting side of the wall even before the treatment
starts to reduce the amount of salt being pulled through the masonry. Since salts tend to
concentrate at wall surfaces, where drying occurs, removing the salts from the surface
could potentially significantly reduce the quantity of salts in the wall that would need to
be removed with this treatment. It would also open the pores, making the next poultice
application more effective. This salt removal could be done by applying a poultice
immediately before the damp proof course is installed. While there is some concern
about accelerating the rising damp by poufticing without a damp proof course installed,
leaving the treatment on for just a few days, rather than weeks or months, would likely
not significantly increase the salt level in the wall.

. Repointing with a compatible, permeable mortar before the treatment: Repointing the
masonry before treatment has two potential benefits. First, if the existing mortar is an
impermeable replacement mortar, the new mortar will provide a more permeable
vehicle for the salts to exit the wall, thus reducing the salts in adjacent brick masonry.
Second, if the existing mortars are permeable mortars, they presumably contain a
significant amount of salts, which would then be mechanically removed by raking. In
either case, there is a benefit to replacing the existing mortar with permeable mortar at
the beginning of the project.

. Designing the damp proofcourse: The damp proof course must be designed according to
the wall condition. The slate installation method used for the pilot project worked at
Madame John’s Legacy because of the poor condition of the wall and mortar. However,
it was labor intensive and is not the best method for a large-scale installation. In
addition, there is some uncertainty with installing the damp proof course blindly. Using a
system of underpinning and rebuilding the lower part of the wall would be more
predictable in terms of continuity of the damp proof course but is more involved and
expensive. There may be other installation methods, materials or tools that are more
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appropriate for different locations. Because the damp proof course wilt prevent further
deterloradon In the wait It Is Imperative that the design Is carefulfr considered ahead of
time, particularly If the damp proof course Is being installed throughout an entire
buiiding
Sampbg the poultice: Sampling of the poultice during treatment proved to be a challenge.
The salt gradient across a wall is dependent on a number of factors. Including the
permeability and porosity ofthe wbstrate materials and the types of salt preaent In the
waiL Moreover, aab move depending on the moisture conditions and it is undear what
effect saturating the wail had on the salt gradient both In the nil and k the poultice
melt. Therefore, It was dlMculc to compare aamples of poultice from one month to
another. A more accurate method would be to analyze the quantity of salt in the entire
pouidce to esaMish If the waft Is sufficbndy desalinated.

. RepMdng the poukke perfodk4 It appears to be more effective to remove the poultice
perlodkally than to keep the poultice on the wall for extended periods of time.
Removing the potddce periodically has two benefits. Ant. It prevents the posaiNlfty of
sam migrating back Into the nil during the sawradon process. Second, ft allows for the
ask quantities being removed to be quantified In a more accurate way by testing the
entire poultice rather than a small sample.
TbMg the Treatment Timing the application of the poultice to Ideal environmental
conditions will also Improve the efficacy of the poultice. This wIU likely also reduce the
overall duration of the Weaunent

4.12 Practical ComMera&ns for General 4p&odons

orioRneu orwd mmmidox For this creaunent to work, there needs to be access
to both sides of the nIL In addition. since the lrHpdon system is gnvfty4ect there
must be space over the waft to allow hr the water tanks.

. Impact efen*enmenW cond&ns: The pilot project showed that the environmental
conditions In the treatment area had an Impact on the efficacy of the naanent The
rebdvehwnldky In the room had a sigidicantimpact on the abllltyofthewall to take hi
wawr, as there was vlrwally no drying on the poultice side during times of high RH.
Understanding the overall climate cycles of a location can help Identify when a naunent
will be most successfuL At MadameJohWs Legacy it would be best to start the
nanent in autumn, when the rehdve humidity falls, rather than in summer. when ft is
Han
kSn and monltudng ofteaunent While the treatment did not require a significant
amount of ongoing attention, ft does require some degree of supervision throughout
the process to ensure that ft is working properly. Ensuring that the water tanks are full
of clean, non-saline water and making sure there are no leaks, blockages or other
problem with the Irrigation system is essential. brge treanent areas will require a
large su system since continual refilling of the water dispensing units ma required at
the beginning of the waanen even on the small pilot walL

. CenemSns for Loed4eethig Mosonrg The round story masonry walls at Madame
JohWs Legacy are load-bearing. The redo of masonry bearing surface to bulldhig floor
area is comparatively low, as might be expected with a building constructed on
problematic soils with high alit content. As a consequence, the compressive snases in
the masonry from live and dad building beds are likely to be low, and well within the
capacity of the original masonry units. However, the extent of cumulative salt damage
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within the walls is not known, nor is the degradation in compressive strength resulting
from salt damage.

The irrigation of the wall for the pilot desalinization project was accomplished with
negligible hydrostatic pressure on the brick, since the water was introduced by
absorption from a saturated curing blanket that was fcd by a weep irrigation system.

However, despite precautions taken to limit hydraulic damage from the desalination
process, the question of cumulative salt damage prior to desalination remains
unanswered. In the case of heavily damaged walls or building renovation, the load
capacity of the walls should be assessed by testing before undertaking desalination, in
the event that major reconstruction is needed to re-establish structural capacity.

4. 1 .3 Whole Building Considerations

This pilot project explored the feasibility of this type of treatment in a specific context. The
combination of a high water table, silty soil, permeable materials, and a hot and humid climate
makes the brick masonry at Madame John’s Legacy inherently susceptible to damage from rising
damp and salts. This treatment method may not be appropriate or necessary for other
situations.

While the context surrounding Madame John’s Legacy is inherently susceptible to deterioration
from rising damp and salts, changes to the building clearly had an impact on the rate and extent
of deterioration of the masonry walls. Converting the building into a museum setting required
closing off areas of the ground floor that were once open arid installing an HVAC system led to
changes in environmental conditions. Previous interventions, such as the installation of the
impervious concrete slab at the ground floor and the use of cementitious mortar for repointing,
affected the movement of moisture and salts through the walls. Understanding the impact of
such changes, both for past intervention and future interventions, is essential.

Source moisture control is vital to reducing the damaging potential of salts, particularly in the
context of Madame John’s Legacy. The installation of impervious materials in and around the
building might direct moisture from rain into the permeable walls. Controlling and directing that
moisture away from the building’s wall is a relatively easy way to minimize unnecessary moisture
in the walls.

4.2 Recommendations for Madame John’s Legacy

Below are recommendations listed in order of priority based on the finding of this study, as well
as the 20 I 3 Technical Conservation Study. The 20 I 3 study made several short-term
recommendations thatare repeated here, all ofwhich are still valid and many ofwhich have not
yet been addressed. These recommendations are particularly important to address before
embarking on any large-scale projects involving desalination.

I . Load capacity testing ofthe damaged masonrj by a preservation engineer: The existing load
bearing capacity of the masonry walls of Madame John’s Legacy should be determined by
testing before embarking on building-wide remedial treatments for salt damage to the
walls. The impact of cumulative salt damage and inappropriate repairs on the structural
capacity of the existing masonry walls is not known. If the diminishment of structural
capacity requires reconstruction of the walls, desalination is a moot point.
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2. ElimInate AddWonal Souxes ofMoiswre; Improving and maintaining the roof and pavement
water conduction system is essential to control moisture encedng the building
Controlling ground molswre with a damp proof course is futile without controlling
these secondary sources of molswre. The following steps should be alan:

L Repair gutten (patch holes and open seams) and leader heath and clean on a
regular basis to remove debris, including bird nests.

b. Correct the pitch of gutters to ensure proper drainage to leader
headWdownspoua

c. Re-attach or provide new downapouts thnare docked from gutters.
d. Install bird proofing or bird deterrent to prevent return inbsadons.
C. Repoint brick pavement and replace broken or mining brick pardcuiarly

adjacent to downspouts and in in.gnde gutters.
C install flexible tubing or spisabboard where downspoua meet masonry to carry

water away from base of wails.
g. Repair catch basbis at Dumalne Street alleys where ingnde gutters drain to

storm drains to ensure rainwater Is being effectlvey removed from the site.
Clan out basins itudnely.

h. Clean out drains in byer to make functionaL
I. RepairIhose spigot at south corner. Consider removing spigot and re

Iocto another location not acent to sound Door masonry walk
I. Repairifaucet in utility sink in south cablnedbathroom. Repaint masonry In

this location.
3. Repelm with a vapor permeable mortar Remove all Portland cement-based repair

materials (mortar and stucco) and replace with a compatible mortar. As part of this
ask, there should be a thorough evaluation of the best repair morar for the wails.
While is is believed that a mornr based on a kebly Natural Hydraulic Lime is
compatible with the existing system there may be other repair options or requirements
that are unknown at this dma To ewliate die best repair mortar, the following Is
recommended:

a. Coordinate the study of the repair mortar with the preservation engineer to
Identify the requirements of the new mornr.

b. Perform testing on lime-sabilbed earthen mortars to identify their properties
and determine if they might be a viable option n a repair materiaL At a
minimum, testing should Include compression strengths water vapor
permeability. and capillary rise, as well a any other tests required by the
preservation engineer. Testing hr salt resisance Is also desinWe. Testing
should be performed on both existing mortars as well as replacement mortars
based on the previously performed mortar analysis.

4. Fbeuwne damp pronfcoune dn based on Mad capacity testing: The design of the damp
proof course should be developed after the bad capacity testing and in conjunction with
the preservation engineer to ensure that the method chosen is compatible wIth the
eating walls.

5. Enwronmentoi Monitoring Program: Continue the envIronmental monItoring program and
have a conservation consultant review collected darn quarterly. The current program
monItors conditions in the room, air, walls and soiL Collection and analysis of this
hiformadon will be critical to developing a more complete understandIng of the
deterioration mechanisms and possible mitigation strategies. The quarterly review of
data wIll also allow for any adjustments, as data is analyzed.

6. Photograph wá on a regular basis to doasmem waN det&oradow Hjgh-resoludon
photography Is a rebtively simpis and inexpensive way to document the rate of
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deterioration of the wafl materials. The photographs can also be coordinated with the
environmental data to determine if there are trends in the appearance of salts and/or
brick damage. This documentation will help identify the most problematic areas of the
ground floor and how the damage is manifesting.
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Image 3:WaIJ from room 281,
the “poultice” side during the
pilot project

Image 4:WaII from room 280,
the “wetting” side during the
pi3ot project.
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Image 5: End of test walLlhe
upper part ofthe wall had
been previously rebuilt with
new brick and hard mortar.

Image 6:The wood member
on top ofthe wall was sup
ported by a steel column be-
fore the start of the treatment.



sample I
(77’from floor)

sampte 2
(65” from 11001)

sampfe 3
floor)

sample 4
(225”from floor)

Image 7: Locations of samples
removed from 281-NE4
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Image 8: Locations of samples
removed from 280-SW I.
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Image 9; Installing the damp proof course.
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Image I 0: Slate installed as a damp proof course.



Image I I :Water dispensing
units with valves installed on
metal shelving adjacent to the
test wall.

Image I 2:Wet curing blanket
and frame installed at wetting
side of the test wall.



Image I 3: Poultice applied to
poultice side ofwall in two
sections—Section A (left) and
Section B (right).

Image I 4: Poultice sampling
throughout the treatment
duration.
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Iib$gt 5: Phocsgnpn aktn ofwI throughout ucutmeoc dunoon.
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WALL PHOTOS (34.2015-1152016)



Image I 6: Poultice side of wall,
after repointing.

Image I 7:Wetting side of wall,
after repointing.
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Madame John’s Legacy: Poultice Salt Quantification
Section A - Highest Sample (5’ 3” from floor)
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Madame John’s tegacy: Poultice Salt Quantification
Section 8 Samp’e Ia: Lowest Sample (1’ 6” from floor)

Sample taken from same location and replenished each month
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MADAMEjOHN’S LEGACY PILOT PROJECT
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Estimate of Cost Implementation

The following estimate reflects the time and materials costs expended during the pilot project for the
test wall, excludsng costs associated with research, meetings, website development, grant management,
report writing and organizing the symposium. Therefore, the estimate represents the cost for only the
physical work on the test wall, including testing and monitoring. The expenditures were divided by the
overall square footage of the pilot wall to reach a cost per square foot. There may be some economy
of scale for mateñais for a larger project. It should be noted, however, that the estimate assumes a six-
month project duration and eight poultice applications rather than the twelve-month duration and four
poultice applications performed as part of the grant project, as this represents the poulticing
application technique ultimately recommended by the study. The report recommends several
modifications to the treatment method to be implemented in the future, such as an alternative damp
proof course installation method, that are not accounted for in this estimate.



°itotWall - Both Sides (4’ x 7)

Fixed Cost Hours of Hourly Labor TOTAL

($) Labor Cost ($) COST f$)
f$tIng Sysm — - --——--—-—-—. -- --- — ..

1ateriaIs Wet cute b’anker I 75 75
Woodframe --— 50

IrEiLa9on -

Tanks 15

She1vin •• — j_
Distilled water 100

Installation — Conservator 6 50 8

1’1aintenance Conservator - - - 40 50 20

Poultice
latenals Poultice matenal(4buckets c$60/each) 240 24

toots 20

lr,Itial Installation Consetvator nta 2 50
Rap1Lcaoon (8) Conservator — ri/a 32 50 60
DampProofcourse - ——.-- __Ez___ -

Materials —- - Slate tiles and tools I 00 --— I
upport — floorjack 50

nstallauon ContractorlConsecvator nla 8 50 4

ProJtMon1toñng .-

Monltonn[Equlpment newsensors batteries etc 225 2
Poultice analysis ($400/sample, assume 8 applications)* Consultant 3200 32
Sampieanavi($600/sampIe assume 6 core samples)* Consultant 3600 36
EnvrronmenI — ConservatotlConsukant 8 90 7
Synthesis of Monftoring Conservator 32 90 i88
RepoIntIn — —

Materials Lime 80 8
Sand 20 2
Pt ____i________

bborraking __ Contractor/Conservator — -----— 32 50 160
Li-- repointing Contractor/Conservator lb 50 i0
TOTALCOST —— j— 89
LOiSQUAREFOOT 33777

*SaIt analysis of poultice and mortar samples assumed to be quantitative with initial screening to identify the salt type. Prices are estimates from Highbridge Materials
Consulting Inc.
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SYI111)0S1U111 and Web site eXplore techniques to preserve historic btiildings
from slow deterioration by substirface moisture and corrosive salts

M\V ()RLEANS Thousands ofhistoric masonry buildings in the United States are facing
s1o destruction as they absorb subsurface moisture and corrosiv mineral salts through soft
brick foundations and walls.

But many ofthese buildings could be saved with effective treatment protocots developed in a
pilot conservation project at Niadame John’s Legacy. an I 8th century National Historic
Landmark and Louisiana State Museum property located in the Irench Quarter.

The projecEs findings were presented at a February 19 technical symposium that drew more
than more than 130 preservationists and experts in early building construction. The event
capped a two-phase research and development project funded by a $40,000 grant to the
I ouisiana Museum Foundation b’ the National Center for Preservation iechno1og and
Traimng (NCPTT), an office of the National Parks Service.

Based on research performed at i\4adamc John’s Legacy by The Getty Conservation Institute
and the Tulane University Master of Preservation Studies Program, project staff applied
absorbent “poultices” to draw out moisture and salts from the building’s brick Ibundations
and walls and hak the process of deterioration.

the results are promising. If these strategies succeed here in the French Quarter, they can
be applied at a wide range ofhistoric sites suffering from similar problems,” said Greg
Lambousv. Director ofExhibits at the Louisiana State Museum, who is leading the project.

More information on the project and symposium are available at a dedicated Web site:
madamejohnslcgacy.wordpress.com

Hased at Northwestern State Universit of Louisiana in Natchitoches. NtPTT advances the
application ofscience and technology to historic preservation. Working in the fields of
archeology. architecture, landscape architecture and materials conservation, the Center
accomplishes its mission through training. education, research, technology transfer and
partnerships.

Founded in 1981, The louisiana Museum Foundation is the primary philanthropic support
organization for the Louisiana State vftiseum system. The organization’s executive olikes
are located in the rear courtyard of Madame John’s Legacy.
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